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Orthogonal polynomials, as a generalized notion of multiple Wiener integrals, 
are constructed on non-commuting operators of free boson fields in non-Fock 
states, The orthogonal polynomials form a continuum of notions whose special 
cases are Wick products in Fock states and Hermite polynomials of commuting 
operators of free fields generally in non-Fock states. Structures of orthogonal 
polynomials as operators or operator-valued distributions are given, and mul- 
tiplication formulas and commutation relations are presented. XT! 1985 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the present paper is to discuss the structure of polynomial 
operators formed with boson quasi-free fields in non-Fock states. The work 
will show a decomposition of polynomial operators into orthogonal ones, 
and also show the existence of a continuous structure-with a suitable 
definition of the notion of convergence of unbounded operators-on these 
orthogonal polynomials. This continuity gives a basis for the name of 
operator-valued distributions. 
Let Xr be a boson Fock space with vacuum Q, E ZF. Let i+(r), a,*(q)} 
denote the associated annihilation and creation operators with 
a,(r) Sz, = 0 defined on test functions 5 and ‘I. The asterisk (*) stands for 
the adjoint operator or for the complex conjugate c-number. For any (for- 
mal and ordered) operator polynomial P[ap-*(5,),..., up-*‘(t,)] of these 
operators the notion of Wick ordering :P: is well known by the rule: 
Rearrange each monomial in P so that all creation operators stand on the 
left of annihilation operators. Some ambiguities’ in this rule may be 
* Permanent address: Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan. 
’ An example is 0 =: [aF(t), a:(q)]:, where [I’, Y] E XY - YX. 
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removed, and the whole notion may be constructed on firm grounds, if the 
definitions of Caianiello [ 11, Wightman and Girding [2], or Segal [3,4] 
are adapted. Some comments on these definitions will follow shortly. 
Consider an ideal Bose gas at non-zero temperature with density 
p = p(k) > 0 on the momentum space k E Rd. If the gas is not in the state of 
condensation, the Araki-Woods construction [S] gives the following 
representation for this system: The state Hilbert space X E Y& 0 .yioF, a 
cyclic vector Sz = 0, @Q, E X, and the annihilation and creation 
operators 
45) -u,C(l + p)““WlO 1 + 1 @4!Cp”25(k)l, 
u*(q) = a;[( 1 + p)“‘?(k)] 0 1 + 10 a,[p’!*q(k)], 
with test functions {r(k), q(k)} on the momentum space. The Wick order- 
ing in terms of { uF( 0, a$(~)} loses its sense, while the ordering in terms of 
{40? a*(v)) g’ Ives an alien object by u(t)Q # 0; see Section 6. If only 
polynomials of commuting field operators are taken, the properties of Her- 
mite polynomials of c-number Gaussian random variables, as represen- 
tations of such operators [6-91, enable us to construct orthogonal or Wick 
polynomials [ 7-91. 
It is notable that the combinatoric definition of [l] and [Z] remains 
meaningful in all cases of non-Fock states and polynomials of non-com- 
muting operators. The aim of the present paper is to show the existence of 
the orthogonal polynomials along the definition of [ 1, 23, and give a 
unified view on their properties, in these extended cases.2 Physical necessity 
and interest for such generalization arise from the fact [ 10, 111 that the 
Langevin-type stochastic differential equations are quantizable in a context 
of quantum mechanical version of Brownian motion. Upon quantization 
the Gaussian white noise attains the form of a quasi-free field at non-zero 
temperature on the configuration space t E R [ 10, 111. Thus the orthogonal 
polynomials of this quasi-free field are expected to give representations of 
the solutions of non-linear quantum mechanical stochastic differential 
equations (though the existence of solutions to such equations with 
polynomial non-linearity is still putative3) just as multiple Wiener integrals 
in the classical non-linear stochastic differential equations. 
z In Fock states, Wick polynomials are manifestly orthogonal in terms of creation-an- 
nihilation operators, and the specific properties of these operators give all relevant proofs 
without orthogonality arguments [l, 21. However, the orthogonality in fact suffices in these 
proofs. More general Wick polynomials were defined in Theorem 2 at p. 426 of Segal [4] for 
fields that need not be quasi-free. If the field is quasi-free, the definition exactly characterizes 
the orthogonal polynomial in Definition 2.1 of this work. Our theme is the analytic extension 
and the structure analysis of this special case of the algebraic definition of 141. 
3 There exist existence proofs [13, lo] for classes of non-linearity, but polynomial non- 
linearity is a problem still left unclarified. 
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The present work proceeds with general, scalar-type quasi-free fields 
[ 143 in non-Fock states. Generalization to multiple component cases is 
possible, and the usual free fields and their conjugate momenta are 
included in the following presentation. 4 The basic existence statements 
[ 141 for the quasi-free field are summarized below in a form convenient for 
later use. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let T he a real Hilbert space with an inner product 
s(r, n), 5, n E T. Let ~(5, n) be a regular symplecticform on T fulfilling 
144, rl)12 d 459 5) s(vl, II), vt, v E T. (1.1) 
There exist a complex Hilbert space X with inner product (X, Y), a dis- 
tinguished vector !2 E X”, and a system of unitary operators 
%‘- = { W(t); i” E T} on X with the following properties. 
(A) W(At) is weakly continuous in A E R for V5 E T. 
(B) R is cyclic w.r.t. the *-algebra of operators formed from $K. 
(C) There holds the Weyl-Segal relation ,for t/t, r] E T, 
W(t) Wv)=expC-i45, ~11 Wt+v). (1.2) 
(D) The vector 52 gives the quasi-free state d(.), 
dC W(t)1 = (Q, W(OQ) = evC- t45, t)l, V(E T. (1.3) 
(E) The representation is primary or ,factorial. 
Requirement (1.1) assures the positivity that is necessary for the construc- 
tion of the representation. Any cyclic representation of (1.2) with (1.3) is 
unique up to unitary equivalence. It is primary by regularity of a(& PI) on 
In Section 2 the definition of orthogonal polynomials is resumed from 
[ 1, 21, and their basic properties are discussed. Section 3 presents a mul- 
tiplication formula of orthogonal polynomials. This formula, an extension 
of the one [12] in Fock case, gives a basis for arguments on domains and 
(temperature dependent) commutation relations of orthogonal polynomical 
operators. A particular case of Fock states is revisited in Section 4 from the 
present point of view. Further structures of orthogonal polynomials are 
seen in Section 5. Section 6 gives some remarks and examples. 
4 See also [lS], Sections 2 and 3 of [3], Sections 1.5 and 2 of 141, or Section X.7 of [16]. 
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2. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
By Proposition 1.1(A) there exist self-adjoint operators 
2 = (w(5); 5 E T, expCi45)1= W(t)} (2.1) 
on X’“, which are called hereafter the quasi-free field operators. Since 
(Q, @‘(n<)Q) = $[ W(1<)] = exp[ - @‘s(c, [)I depends nicely on ,I E R, the 
vector Q is a common analytic vector of elements of 9. Let d(9) denote 
the *-algebra formed from 9 u { 1 }, where 1 is the identity operator on 2. 
Cyclicity of Q w.r.t. { W(5); 5 E T} and its analyticity for 2 imply that the 
vectors Y E 6(??)52 are dense in 2, and they form a common domain for 
all of the operators in -&(-?I). Specifically, for V[, n E T (1.2) takes the form 
[w(l), w(v)1 = 2i4L II) 
on 9. The quasi-free law ( 1.3) implies 
(2.2) 
-45, v)+M5,9)- (4, r> = (v, 5>*, (2.3) 
and the expectation values of arbitrary elements of &‘(9) are also well 
known to be obtained by the Gaussian law of decomposition to ordered 
pair expectations: 
fi dCW(ti(k)) w(4j(k))l. 
(2.4) 
4Cw(4,)~~~fi~(5*n)l= c 
all ways of takmg k = ] 
npairsi(l)<j(l). 
. . . . i(n) < j(n) from 
(l...., n} 
We now introduce [ 1,2]: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Take-i:, ,..., (,,E T. Define the ordered, degree n 
orthogonal polynomial G,( 5, ... 5,) of the field 5! as follows with a 
domain 13 9, 
G,(c) = c, CER, 
g,cr, ... 
Cd2 1 (2Sa) 
L)=w(4,)...w(5,)+ 1 (-llP c 
p=l all ways of takmg p pairs 
i( 1 ) < A 1 L. it P) c I@) 
from { I,..., n) wth the remainder 
k(l)<k(2)< "' <k(n~-Zp) 
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The summation in (2Sb) after cbni2,1 may be restated to be over all ways of 
taking ordered, p pair expectations d[w(Si(,,) w(5,(,,)] out of the ordered 
product w(t,)... ~(5,). 
Manifestly, ??,(<, . . . t,) E &‘(9) is a closable operator because it has a 
densely defined adjoint. We prove that it is symmetric. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 5, ,..., t,, E T be given with n > 2. There holds on a 
domain 3 9, 
~“Kl . ..tktk+l ~..r,,=~,cr,“‘rk+,~k~“~,,, k = l,..., n - 1. (2.6) 
Proof Consider the terms in 
They are classified into three groups A = A, + A, + A,. Members in A, con- 
tain both of w(rk) and w((~+,) unaveraged. Since [w(tk), w(r,+ ,)I = 
2ia(tk, rk+,) is a c-number, they sum up to 2ig(tk, tk+,)X with an 
operator XE d(9). A, includes members with the factor $[w(<~) w({~+ ,)I 
or d[w(tk+,) w(<~)]; by (2Sb) they sum up to -2icr(5,, tk+r)X. Thus 
A, + A, = 0 holds. The group A, consists of elements that both or either of 
~45~) and/or w(tk+ 1 1 are taken pair expectations in (2Sb) with other 
elements than w( tk + , ) or ~(5~). These terms do not depend on the order 
of w(l,) and w(<~+ ,) in (2.5b). Therefore, A, =0 holds. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. For any 5, ,..., t,, E T there holds on a domainxg, 
C&(1,- <,,,,) = R(5, ... L), (2.7) 
where (,C,\;:::;;C,,) is an arbitrary permutation. The operator z”(l, . 4,) is 
symmetric with a domainI??. 
The above proof resorts only on the property that [w(r), w(q)] is a c- 
number. The same property in fact gives a far more general rest&t, 
Corollary 3 on p. 427 of [4], which stands on an extended definition of G, 
or Wick polynomials for field operators not necessarily in quasi-free states. 
Let TO” be the n-fold real algebraic symmetric tensor product of T with 
T@'O-R. Let T~"=@@T@" be the complexification of To” that is 
isomorphic to T@” 0 T@““, 
T?“- 
i 
5= f (ak,5k)~rR+i5,;akE@,~k,5R,5,ET*“, 
k=l 
(2.8) 
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Call ~ETP” (n > 1) simple if there exist a E @ and [r ,..., 5, E T such that 
there holds, with the symmetrizer S = S*, 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let 5 E Tp” have the decomposition 
5 = i ap, p = S(,y . .511p)}, 
p = 1 
to simple elements a,t”‘,..., apt . (P) Define the (symmetric) orthogonal 
polynomial G,(t) as follows: 
G,,(t) is i a,G,((;“‘-. 52’). 
p=l 
Define for q E Tp” with representation by simple elements 
v] = 2 b,rp’, l&/E@, rp’=S{lpYp}, 
y=l 
(2.10) 
a sesquilinear form (5, q)* by (5, q)” = r*q and for n 3 1 by the 
following: 
Manifestly, the above definition are well defined by Corollary 2.3 and 
(2.11) itself; (r, r]),, gives the inner product for the n-fold Hilbert-space- 
tensor-product [20] of a complex linear space T$” with a pseudo inner 
product (iJ, r? > I. 
LEMMA 2.5. (A) For V<E T, On G,(t) is a closable operator with a 
domainx$fJ, and it is linear in 5 with the decomposition 
G,(t) = Gn(SR) + iCAt,), 5=tR+i4,, ttf)~TQ”, 
where Gn(lR) and G,,(<,) are symmetric operators with domainsxI>. 
(B) For r E T,O” and q E Tp” there holds 
4CG35) G,(v)1 = L,n!(5> v>,. (2.12) 
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(C) On the domain 9 the *-algebra &‘(S?) of operators has a represen- 
tation 
d(9) = f G,((,); &,E T,$“, N=O, 1, 2 ,... 
f7=0 
(2.13) 
Proof (A) Manifest. (C) A representation_exists, because any product 
w( 5, ). ~(4~) on 3 may be transformed to G,([, . . .{,) plus orthogonal 
polynomials of degrees lower than 12 by (2.2). The orthogonality (2.12) of 
(B) proves the uniqueness if Q is separating. (B) Take the case 06m <n 
with 4, ,..., r,,,, v1 ,..., q,, E T. We show 
~c~(4,)“.~(5,)~,(r,..~11,)1=0. (2.14) 
This is true for n-m = odd > 0. Suppose n-m = 29, q > 0. By the quasi- 
free law the terms on the 1.h.s. of (2.14) are classified by the number N 
(q6N< [n/2]) of factors d[w(gi) M’.(YIJ)] = (q,, q,) with i<j, other factors 
being of (t, q ) or (t, ir ) type and summing up to one and the same thing 
if these N (q, q ) factors are fixed as (for example) 
x= (‘I r(l)2 yI,(l)) “. (Vi(N), ylj(.V)), i(k) <j(k), k = l,..., N. 
These terms specified by {N, X} come from the r.h.s. of (2Sb) for 
Gn(rl, . . . qn) with p = 0, l,..., N, with respective multiplicity ( - 1)” x (z), 
where (T) is the number of possible ways of choosing (g,, q,)‘s from X as 
they stand already in (2.5b) averaged-out. The total number of {N, X} 
terms on the 1.h.s. of (2.14) is 
1+(-l) 
N 
0 
1 + ... +(-1)P O<q<N. 
This proves (2.14) for n>m. The case n<m for d[G,([, ...[,) 
w(v],) . x w(q,)] = 0 follows by symmetry. By (2.14) and the quasi-free 
law (2.4) we have 
which proves (2.12) with (2.11).[ 
The above lemma and cyclicity of Q give the following. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Define S” E { G,([)Q; t E Tp”} 
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(A) 2, is a linear subspace of 2 with Xm I Xn, n # m, and there 
holds 
XE 6 Xn; N=O, 1,2 ,... . 
n=O 
(2.15) 
(B) The state Hilbert space ~8 is isomorphic to 
LT= & CT?“), (2.16) 
n=O 
where ( TF”) is the completion (qf a quotient space on which (5, q),, is 
positive definite) of TFn w.r.t. the inner product (5, q),,. 
In view of the construction of free fields by Gaussian measures on tem- 
pered distributions [6-9, 21, the above graded structure of 2 is seen to be 
a general result of Wiener-It&type decomposition [S] relative to this 
measure. 
3. MULTIPLICATION FORMULA 
Formulas of products of Wick polynomials have been discussed in many 
works: In the proof of Lemma 3.1 of [2] implicitly; in Appendix A of [ 123 
on Fock case but for extensive forms of products; in Corollary 2.1 of [ 173 
for sommuting field operators. We start with the following simple case 
adapted to Definition 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 5, ,..., t,,,, yl, ,..., ?yn E T be given. There holds on 
3 = d(L2)52, 
Here CC” with suffix ( (L), ( j) } sums over all (y)(y) r! distinct ways of taking 
r pairs {ti(lj, Vj(l)}>..., {5,(,,, Vjcr,} from t,,..., 5,, ql,..., qn, leaving unpaired 
5k(lp...> Sr!f(m-+ V/(1 )9-3 V/(,-r). 
Proof: Classify the terms on the r.h.s. of (3.1) by the number N of r-q 
expectation values #[w({,) w(qj)] = ( ti, q,). The terms with N = 0 are con- 
tained only in G,+,(t, ...<,q, ...qn), and form the 1.h.s. of (3.1) by (2.5b). 
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Consider the terms whose N ( > 1) 4-q pairs form the factor 
.A’= (tic,,, yllcI,) ... (<i(Nj, Q~)). These (N, X} terms are contained in 
r = 0, l,..., N on the r.h.s. of (3.1). Their total number is, since all other 
pairings in G,+,- 2r a_‘e over all possible ways- of r-5 and q-q pairs and 
yield the same factor G,,- N(rk(lj.. . tk(,,- ,,J x G,- JvI(~, . . v/+ Nj), 
(-1Y ; 0 
+ . . . +(-I)“-’ ( > ?\;“-, + “. +(-l)“-” (3 0 =o. 1 
In order to summarize Lemma 3.1 in a more general and transparent 
form we introduce the following. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let 5 E TF” and q E Tg” be given with representation 
by simple forms, 
Let the r-contraction 5 :r:q be defined as a mapping from Tp”’ x Tpn into 
Tp(“‘+ 12 2r) by the following for 0 d Vr d min(m, n): 
1 
(:r:rf=z 1 
i! = 
. (,‘(,;::$(m,) L,,:::::::,,,) 
(Y)(:)r!j,:, 
x a,b, i (Ej,‘;j,, q$j,> S{i\pypv)... iF+p;L2r}, 
./ = 1 (3.3) 
p4P~,) E p p’(k+r)’ 1 bkdm-r, 
=vI~LLm+Zr,~ m-r+l<k<m+n-2r, 
where the factor S{[j~‘Yfi”). .. [?+p’)Zr} for m = n = r is defined to be 1. 
Definition (3.3) for 5 :r :u] contains some redundant procedures of sym- 
metrization. However, this form clarifies that [ :r :yl is obtained by per- 
muting 5,...5,,,, ~l~..‘v~, and 5k(l)...5k(m- r)~i(l)“.vl(n-r) in (3.1). 
Therefore: 
COROLLARY 3.3. For any 5 E Tpm and q E Tz” there holds on 93 
rnul(m,n) 
G,(t) G,(v) = 1 G,,, -A&w). 
r=” 
(3.5) 
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Proof All of 6,, G,, and GmfnPzr in (3.1) are invariant under per- 
mutations of their arguments. This fact and (3.3) prove (3.5). 1 
Hereafter we assume that the real Hilbert space (T, s) is separable. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Fix an orthogonal basis of (T, s), {E(X) E T; 
SC&(X), 4Y)l = 6,,., x, y = 1, 2 ,... f. For any element r E Tern denote its 
Fourier coefficient by the corresponding capital Greek letter, 
p= I ‘il l,,l 
qx,...X,J= i J+ c 
(3.5) 
p;, m. 
sc<;$$, &(,~,)).‘.S(5’“,,(,,,), 4”Yrn)) 
( ‘-m ) ,c( I 1. ..I’(“‘) 
= 3% I ) ‘. -L(m)). 
Here ( ,,,\:::::,,;,,) is an arbitrary permutation. Define the inner product for 
5, q E Tern as follows: 
s,,((, q-)-m! C Z*(x,...x,,) H(.u, . ..s.,), 
I, ... Y”, (3.6) 
ll<ll,,, = sn,(L 5)““. 
Let TFrn be the completion of Tpm w.r.t. the inner product s,(<, q). Finally, 
denote I,- {E(x);C, 13(x)I*< “c}. 
From (3.3) we obtain: 
We now extend the class T pm for the kernel 5 of the orthogonal 
polynomial G,(t). In the construction of multiple Wiener integrals 
[18, 191 the extension is based on the isometry inherent in orthogonality. 
For operator polynomials {G,(t); < E TF”} (2.12) gives an isometry if the 
Hilbert space (( TS)“), (5, q),) 1s c h osen for the kernel. However, the 
inner product (5, q), = t*:m:q/m! for 5, q E TF” seems not sufficiently 
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strong to assure continuity of G,(t) in <. We show that ( Tpm, s,(& +-)) is 
an adequate class. 
THEOREM 3.5. (A) There exists the r-contraction, a norm-continuous 
mapping l:r:rj from t/(5, q) E Tpm x Tpiz into Q?(~?~+t~ 2r), ,for O< Vr < 
min(m, n). 
(B) Let c E Tp” have the decomposition to real elements, < = lR + it,. 
There exist symmetric closed operators Gnl(tR) and G,,([,) on 2 with 
domainsIgx9 that .form a complex-linear mapping G,,,(t) from Tpnl to a 
closed operator on 9 by 
G,,(t) = G,(t,z) + iG,,(<,h 
2 G,,(q)Q;qd~“, N=O, 1,2 ,... 
(3.8) 
r, = 0 
The operator G,(t) is a unique continuous extension of orthogonal 
polynomials on t E Tp”‘, continuity being in the sense qf strong graph limit 
w.r.t. G,,(t) and in s,([, 0 w.r.t. <E T,Om. 
(C) For arbitrary m, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 0 < \y’r < min(m, n), jk>r any < E Fpfll 
and ye E Ten and on the domain 9 there hold the ,fXowing: 
Multiplication formula, 
G,,,(t) G,,(Y) = 1 G,,+,, 2,(t:r:q); 
r=O 
Jordan-product ,formula, 
G,(t) ‘: G,,(rl)=; [G,(5) G,(r?)+G,,(rl) G,,(t)1 
min(m.rtb 
= c Gn,+,,-2r(5(r)rl)3 
r=O 
c(r)? --jj (t:r:q + q:r:<), 
commutation relation, 
min(m.n) 
CGAO, G,(v)1 =2i 1 G,+, 2r(5Crlv), 
r= I 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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There also holds the orthogonality 
dCGX<) G,(rl)l = 6,,n!(5, r >, = fi,,5*:n:ul. (3.12) 
If 5 and q are real, i.e., 5 E F” and n E TO” hold in (C), both ((r)~ and 
4 [r] q are real. There always holds 5 [0] 9 = 0. The formula (3.9) implies 
that the orthogonal polynomials form by themselves a closed algebraic 
structure. The theorem states that they also form a topological continuum. 
The *-algebra of operators 
d(2)= f G,([,); tn,e TF”‘, M=O, 1, 2 ,... 
w1 =0 
is a genuine extension of d(2). 
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is based on the following estimate. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 5 E Tp”’ and 9 E T,$?’ be given. There holds 
ll5:r:sll < y : r!2’ 11511, llr?ll,,. m+,,-2r~ 
i JO 
Specifically, m = n = r gives 
I(& Y),,l = It*:mln!l d2” ll5ll,, ll~l/,,~ 
Proof: By (3.6), (3.7) and Schwarz inequality we have 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
l15:r:vIl~+n~Zr= T 
’ n2 
i )O r (r!)‘[(m+n-2r)!] ’ C 
I  \  I  
L(1’,:::::xl:,~:2r,) 
X c c @*(z.(I,...%l+.- 2,)) 
(,(,l::::~z+&~~2r,) ='...zm+n 2r 
x @(z,,(I)'..z,(m+,r 24 
< 1 l@(z, -.Z,+.-2J12~ (3.16) 
i,...zrntn -2, 
@(z, “‘Z,+,,-2, )= c 1 g(x,...XrZ,...Z,~.)d(x,, y,) 
.\ , rr ?‘, .I’, 
x ... xL4(x,,y,)H(y,~‘~y,z, t-+1 ...Z,+,m2r). (3.17) 
The matrix d(x, y) is Hermitian on 1,. It is a bounded linear operator on 
1, : 
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where // . /I (” is the operator norm in 1, and (1.1) is used. Therefore, 
d(x, y) forms a bounded self-adjoint operator on I,. Let TN be the N- 
dimensional space spanned by (s(l),..., s(N)}, and denote d,(x, y) for the 
restriction of d(x, y) to T,, an Nx N matrix. Let the eigenvalues of d, be 
I.N( l),..., A,(N), and take a representation of T, that makes A, diagonal. If 
A(x, y)‘s in (3.17) are replaced by A,(x, y)‘s in this representation, we have 
by Schwarz inequality, 
<2*’ 1 I~(x,...x,z,...z,~.)I* 
)i, ‘V, 
x c I~(~~,~~~l’rZnl~r+,‘.~Z,pl+,~-2~)12. 
.?I .)‘r 
The result is free of the representation of T,. Substituting this into (3.16) 
we obtain 
lI(t:~:Yl)NI/n,+n~2r~ T :’ r!2’ Iltll,, IIYllln, 
i JO 
(3.18) 
where (t:r:~)~ is defined by (3.7) with A, instead of A. Since A is a boun- 
ded operator on I,, A, converges strongly to A as N -+ co. Therefore, limit 
N-+ co of (3.18) proves (3.14). 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. (A) The mapping r:r:v is defined on Tp” x Tp” 
which is dense in TFm x TF”. It is a continuous mapping by (3.14). (B) The 
formula (3.5) with (3.14) and (3.15) gives 
II CG (tck’I - G (t”‘)l G ,?I m ,Z (vP4l’ 
min(m,n) 
= .;. ( 
m+n-2r)!<(<‘k’ - ((‘)):r:q, (p - p):r:tf)m+n-2r 
d CONST(m, n) 1) <@I - (“‘/I m I( q II n, V{‘k’, r(l) E Tp”‘, V/rl E Tp”. 
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Here/l . . . /I is the norm in A? and CONST(a, b,...) 3 0 is a constant that 
depends only on a, h,... . Thus the vectors {G,(r’k’) G,(q)Q 3 converge 
strongly in 2 if (gck)} converges in ( Tprn, s,,) to j’. Since 
$9 E {C,“=, G,(q,)Q; v], E TF”, N=O, 1,2,...} is dense in cti, and since 
G (tk”‘, G’ CtP’, 
{t,(r$), c,(t$“‘)} 
are symmetric operators on ??“, the sequences 
of operators converge in the strong graph limit [20] 
to symmetric closed operators to be defined G,,,(<,) and G,,( 5,); these 
operators have domainsx%. Taking the limits k + co and I+ a with 
G,(r’k)) G,(q”‘)Q, with t(k) -+ ir E Tp”’ and ‘1”’ -+ ye E T,O”, we conclude that 
the vector converges in Y? while G,,(q”‘)sZ converges to G,,(q)Q. Thus g of 
(3.8) is included in the domain of G,(r) for Vt E Tp”l. The same reasoning 
proves (C). 1 
4. FOCK STATES 
Given a Hilbert space (T, .Y) and an orthonormal basis {E(X); x = 1, 2,... ) 
associated with $5, q), the linear operator J defined by 
J&(2n- 1) = &(2/r), J&(2H) = -&(2n - 1 ), n = 1) 2,..., 
is a complex structure on (T, s) with the properties 
J* = -J, J2 = - 1 ., (4.1) 
Here 1 7 is the identity operator on T. Given (r, s, J), the symplectic form 
may be constructed by 
dt, r) = s(Jt, II). (4.2 1 
This ends up with a quasi-free boson field in Fock state. This special case 
of Fock state (4.1) and (4.2) is assumed throughout this section. 
The creation and annihilation operators are defined by 
c*(5) = t [w(4) - iw(JOl> c(5) = f[w(;5) + iw(J4)], (4.3) 
with (52, c*(t) c(<)sZ) = 0 or 
4rw=o, VCET. (4.4) 
There hold on Y and for t/t, q E T, 
[c(5), c(r)1 = cc*(t)> c*(r)1 =o, cc(t)> c*(r)1 = <r, II>. (4.5) 
We have already mentioned in Section 1 the conventional definition 
of Wick ordering of a polynomial P[c’*‘(<,),..., c’*‘(r,)] or 
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P[w(v,),..., w(q,,)] E d(J). This definition will make the clearest sense 
(without the ambiguity of footnote 1, for example) if :P: is interpreted to be 
a multiple mapping, not from PE d(.Z!) but from its constituents 
{c’*‘(&,,..., c’*‘(&J} or {w(q,),..., M(v,,)} to another operator. A precise 
formulation of the notion of Wick ordering is given in [Zl]. 
LEMMA 4. Let (, ,..., j’, E T he given. There holds on 9, 
:w(r’,)... 11’(5,z): = G,,(<, . . . <,,I. (4.6 1 
Proqf: The assertion is obvious for n = 1. Let it hold up to n = N. For 
n= N + 1 we have by (4.3) 
By (4.3) and the multiplication formula we have on a suitable domain, 
c*(q) C,(<, “.(,“) 
With a similar expression for -?,,,,( <, . ‘5,) c(q ) we obtain 
:~t’(~,)~~~u’(~,~)~2’(yj):=~,~+,(~, “-(,&Jq). 1 
Another way of proof is given in [3,4] where use is made of the fact 
that the representation is factorial, showing 
-G,,((, .” 
[:M.(<,) ... t+([,,): 
t,),z]=O for Vz62. 
5. A STRUCTURE OF ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
The general case of ~(5, q), obeying only (1.1) and not fulfilling (4.2), is 
resumed. We start with a recapitulation of 114, 221. Requirement (1.1) 
implies that the linear functional q E (T, S) 4 ~(4, v) E [w is bounded. Riesz’s 
theorem gives oft, q) = s(i, II), [ = Dr. The linear operator D has the 
properties 1/D11’s) d 1 and D* = -D, where I/ DIl (S) is operator norm in 
(T, s) and D* is adjoint w.r.t. ~(5, v). In fact there hold 
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Since D is normal by D* = -D, it has polar decomposition D = JA = AJ 
with a positive self-adjoint operator 0 < A d 1 and a unitary operator J that 
fulfills (4.1). Therefore, ( 1.1) generally admits the following: 
45, VI= dJ& tlX IIA/I’“‘d 1, J*= -J=J ‘. (5.1) 
LEMMA 5.1. The bilinear form on T x T, 
45, vl)=d4> y~)+dJtr VI), (5.2) 
is positive semi-definite. 
Proof: Since 1 - A 3 0 holds by (5.1) on (T, s), we have 
~(5,5)=.~(5,5)+s(J2A~,ir)=s[(1-A)5,5]~0. 1 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let T, denote the real pre-Hilbert spaces T with inner 
product ~(5, q). Let 9, = (u(4); 4 E T,} be the real stationary Gaussian 
process [7-91 with expectation values E{ ... }, 
E{u(<)) =o, Eiu(5) u(vl)j = -qw u(r)) =c(5, vl). (5.3) 
Let .&(2,) denote the *-algebra of random variables formed from 3,u { 1 } 
over the complex numbers. Let XU be the complex Hilbert space that is the 
completion of .~2’(2!,) with the inner product (A’, Y),sE{X*Y}. Define 
finally 0, E 1 E XU. 
Obviously, elements of &(2,) form unbounded self-adjoint mul- 
tiplication operators on XU, and {XU, .r9(9,), Q,} give a cyclic represen- 
tation of the commutative (quasi-) free field 2, on (T,, c), 
DEFINITION 5.3. Define T, to be the pre-Hilbert space T w.r.t. the inner 
product s,(<, q) E -o(J& I]). Let {J$, %$, Sz,} be the Fock representation 
on T, associated with {sJ, o}. 
The form CJ need not remain regular on the completed Hilbert space 
(T,, sJ). However, this degeneracy, even if it exists, is immaterial to the 
result. 
5 If necessary, we take quotient set of T so that ~(5, IJ) is positive definite. Denote T, for the 
kernel of the operator 1 -A. We may write T, = T/T,. 
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COROLLARY 5.4. The boson quasi-free field 2 on the Hilbert space (T, s) 
with a regular symplectic form o fulfilling (1.1) has the following primary 
(factorial) representation {A?“, “/Y-, Q } : 
Q=52uQQ,, 
w(5)=u(5)01,+ 1,044), VtET, 
2 E the closure of d(2?)Q in cFu 0 x, 
(5.5) 
.%{~(&~ET=T,=T,.}, W = {exp[iw(<)]; 5 E T}. 
Here 1 u and 1,’ are identity operators on XU and e;, respectively. 
Proof Relations (5.5) (5.4), and (5.1) with Definition 5.3 at once prove 
that W(t) = exp[iw(<)] fulfills the Weyl relation (1.2) and 
(Q, W(W) = exp{ - X4& 4) + ~~(5, <)I} = expC- $s(t, 01. 
Thus (I?, w, Q} is a cyclic representation which is unitarily unique and 
primary by regularity of r~ on ( T, s) [ 141. 1 
THEOREM 5.5. Let 5, ,..., 5, E T be arbitrary. There holds, in the represen- 
tation { 2, 7Y, .Q } of Corollary 5.4, 
r=O a// distinct porlrti0n.s 
(i( l)....,l(r)) and 
(j(l) ,.... /(n-r)}rl/ (I ,.., n) 
...4ri(r,)l o:v(5,(,,)...v(5,(,1~.,):, (5.6) 
where : . . . : is the Wick product in terms of the creation and annihilation 
operators of the field {XV, K., Q,}, and H,(u, .. u,) is the Hermite 
polynomial of c-number Gaussian random variables u, ,..., u, defined by the 
same formula (2.5a, b) as that of G,. 
The proof will be evident by (5.5), commuting property of u’s and u’s, 
and (2.5a, b). 
6. REMARKS 
Let (w(r); 5 E T} be the quasi-free field in a non-Fock state on (T, s) of 
Section 5, and take the operator J of (5.1). There holds o(J& Jq) = O( 5, q), 
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and J is a complex structure adapted to CJ. Introduce the creation and 
annihilation operators 
that satisfy the same type of commutation relations as in a Fock state case, 
., d(r)!2 = 0. According to (5.5) we have There does not hold, however 
d*(()=+[u(( 
u’(v) = il4vl 
)-iu(JO]Ol, + l.Oc,?(i”), 
(6.3) 
)+wJrl)lo 1, + luOc,(q), 
where [cl*({), c.,.(q)) are genuine creation and annihilation operators on 
the Fock representation (.Y?:, #,‘, Q, ) of Definition 5.3. 
Let PAM,.... M(<,,)] be a polynomial of { M’(<,) = d*(<,) + cl(t,); 
i= l,..., R}. The definition of Wick ordering of P still makes sense in terms 
of (d*(r), d(q)). However, the resulting operator differs from the 
orthogonal polynomial. For clarity we call the ordered object as normally 
ordered, and denote 1 ‘(P). 
LEMMA 6.1. 7’hew holds 
=u(~,)~~~u(~,,)o 1, + i u(~,)..,;(~k)...u(5,) 
X=l 
xG;‘~(~~)+ ... + l,,OGi,“‘(5,...r,,), n3 1. (6.4) 
Here I?((~) implies deletion of the ,fuctor ~(5~) jLom the product, and 
G(:“( t, <,,) is the orthogonal ( Wick) polynomial based on the Fock field 
40. 
Proof: The assertion is true for n = 1. Assume that it is true up to n = N. 
For n=N+ 1 denote ~~‘--~‘~[w(r,)...w(s,~)]. We have by (6.3) 
‘~~C~t’~sII~“~U’~5,“~~~~~~l 
=d*(q)./+‘+.I/‘d(v]) 
= u(r/).*$“+ [l.oc’z(~)]-~“+..l.r[l.Oc,,(~)]. 
This and (6.4) for n = N prove the assertion. 1 
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The above formula (6.4) gives the following fact, which was met in 
123, 111. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let P[w(<,),..., w((,,)] he an arbitrary formal6 
polynomial of the quasi-free ,field, and define the normal ordering .,t‘( P) hi 
extending (6.4) with linearity. There holds 
$h[~ lV(P)] = E{P[u(<,),..., u(<,,)] ), (6.5) 
~~~hereE( ... ) ‘: h ,p t t’ I\ I e ey ec a ion assoc,iated )vith the c-number part {u(t) i of 
the,field (N(C)). 
In the present work we have constructed orthogonal polynomials on 
boson quasi-free fields in temperature states. The construction parallels 
[24] that discussed for anti-commutation relations; in this regard see also 
[ 11. As a concrete example of the space (T, .P, a) we note the case of 
operator-valued distribution, the Gaussian white noise of quantum 
statistical mechanics [ 10, 1 I]. The real space T consists now of test 
functions, 
p(w) = p( -w) = $2 coth($hw), x > 0, /I > 0;. 
The symplectic form an the inner product are 
The requirement (1.1) is satisfied in a manifest way, and a form of the com- 
plex structure J adapted to cr is 
J: <(co) -+ -i sign(cti) l(w). (6.8) 
All of the conclusions of the previous sections apply in this special case. 
Whatever the constant 2 > 0 may be, the field I% z {w(t); 5 E T} for (6.6) 
6The polynomial is formal in that P should be regarded to be defined with elements 
{+v(~,)..... w([,)) of a free algebra without any commutation relation among them. This 
eliminates some difficulties, e.g., the one mentioned in footnote 1. but incompletely. See 1211. 
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and (6.7) is in b-KMS state [ 10, 111 w.r.t. the *-automorphism r, defined 
by 
T, W(5) = w[e-‘w’~(w)], t e R, W(t) sexp[iw([)]. (6.9) 
The case a = /Ifi is standard in the sense of statistical mechanics, because 
the classical limit fik = sl --f 0 of w(4) gives a genuine, standard c-number 
Gaussian white noise; note that the Gaussian process u(4) of the decom- 
position (5.5) is characterized for x = flfi by the covariance 
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